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ABSTRACT

We have investigated the ferromagnetic state of the cubic
intennetallic compounds GdAl2 and DyAl2 with the I40Ce nuclei
using DPAC. The local fields of Ce are for the lowest measured tem-
peratures Brfj (30 K) = 54(2) T for GdAl2 and Beff (12.5 K) = 27(1) T
for DyAl2 which are considerably lower than the hyperfine field
measured for a free Ce ion (183 T). By introducing a crystal field, of
cubic symmetry, a lower hyperfine field is obtained which is in quan-
tiutive agreement with the local field of Ce in GdAl2. For DyAl2 an
additional effect, represented by a non-magnetic level below the
lowest magnetic level may explain a further reduction of the hyperfine
field. Two models relating to a Kondo non-magnetic state of Ce are
discussed.

Spin relaxation in the paramagnetic state are also studied and com-
pared with observations of the same systems measured with \iSR.

* Institute of Nuclear Physics, Jagiellonian University, Krakdw,
Poland.



L INTRODUCTION

The rare earth diiluminides, RE(A12), form a series of compounds where the systematic
change of magnetic properties with the number of 4f-electrons can be studied under oth-
erwise similar conditions. The 4f electrons are well shielded in the core which implies
that chemically the RE atoms react very similarly and compounds are usually formed
with trivalent RE ions with exception of Ce, Eu and Yb. The REA12 crystallographic
structures are pervading of cubic Lave phase type which has the advantage that nearly all
compounds exhibit a simple ferromagnetic spin structure with the exceptions LaAl2,
which is diamagnetic, and CeAl2 and EuAl2 which order antiferromagnetically.

The large magnetic moments of the rare earth (RE) atoms originating from the localized
4f moments give rise to large hyperfine fields at the RE nuclei. In DPAC measurements
the excited 4+ state at 329 - 487 keV of the 140Ce nucleus can be used as a magnetic
probe. The host lattice is not very much disturbed by this impurity and the exchange
interaction between different REA12 host system and the dilute Ce ions can be studied.
The dilute Ce metallic systems have attracted a lot of interest since they show extra ordi-
nary effects in the temperature dependence of i.e. resistivity, heat capacity and magnetic
susceptibility related to the 4f* electron state. From DPAC measurements, in the mag-
netic state, on Gd(Cc) [1] and Tb(Ce) [2] the hyperfine fields at low temperature are
found to be about one third of the hyperfine field of the free Ce ion in case of Gd and
even lower in Tb which indicates a quenching of the 4f* total angular momentum.

In this paper we report on the temperature dependence of the Ce hyperfine fields in
GdAl2 and DyAl2 as the first two alloys in a planned series of different RE(Ce)Al2

alloys.

Relaxation measurements in the paramagnetic range have previuosly been done with
muon spin rotation (JJ.SR) [3,4] where positive muons are used as magnetic probes in
order to study short range order of spins remaining over Tc. Here we use the Ce probe to
find out if results consistent with that of the îSR measurements can be obtained with the
DPAC technique.

n . EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A conventional fast-slow four detector setup was used with BaF2 scintillators coupled to
XP2020Q PM-tubes when measuring in the magnetic states while ordinary Nal detectors
were used for the paramagnetic studies. The Ce magnetic hyperfine field is large well
below Tc and therefore the BaF2 detectors are suitable since a time resolution of 400 ps is
obtained for the energies of the 329 - 487 keV cascade. This means that frequencies
below 2 Grad/s can be measured without attenuation of the signal amplitude, and an
upper limit of - 5 Grad/s is set by the finite time resolution.
139La enriched L^Al^ alloy was irradiated with thermal neutrons in order to produce

the parent isotope 140Laof 140Ce. It was melted with master alloys of GdAl2 and DyAl2

intermetallic compounds. The melting on tungsten band was generally done in argon
atmosphere but vacuum was also tested for a DyAl2 sample in order to investigate if oxy-
gen pollution in the argon gas would oxidize the sample. However, we did not see any
change in the measured spectra due to this change in the melting conditions. The frac-
tion of Ce ions at regular lattice sites, was from our spectra, determined to be low, ~20%.



In the case of DyAl2. having the lowest fraction, annealing for 10 hoirs at 900° C
increased the number of Ce atoms at regular sites. X-ray diffraction on both GdAl2 and
DyAl2 samples showed that the melting did not destroy the crystallographic structure.
The measurements were done in a closed cycle refrigerator, the temperature accuracy
was better then 4 K and the stability was held within 0.5 K. All measurements were done
in zero external field.

III. DATA ANALYSES

The electric field gradient (EFG) is zero for a cubic structure but a slight distortion of the
structure can induce an EFG. This is observed in the magnetic state for GdAl2 [5] but
this EFG interaction can be neglected since it is much weaker then the magnetic interac-
tion and is not observable even as a perturbation, due to the short life time (3.4 ns) of the
nuclear state. The ordinary expression for the attenuation factor G ^ t ) for magnetic
interaction [6] is used in the fitting of our experimental data:

G22(t) = ao + ajcoscot + a2cos2cot (1)

where the Larmor frequency co corresponds to the nuclear precession in the local field
Beff:

(2)

with gj = 1.09(3) if the weighted average of the values given in [7] for this nuclear state
is used. Both forward and backward spectra were recorded and analyzed together.

IV. THE HYPERFINE HELD.
The measurements cover the temperature region 30 - 136 K for GdAl2 and 12.5 - 62 K
for DyAl2. In Fig.l the Larmor frequency nonnalized to the value for the free ionic state
is plotted as a function of the reduced temperature 0 = T/Tc and the absolute values are
g.ven in Table 1. The free ion value of the hyperfine field at 0 K is 183(5)T [8] which
corresponds to a Larmor frequency of co * 9.6(5) Grad/s. As seen in Fig.l the measured
frequencies are much lower then the free ion value, similar to that observed for Gd(Cc)
[1] and Tb(Ce) [2].

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig.l. Experimentally determined
local fields at Ce in GdAl2 and
DyAl-i plotted against (he reduced
temperature 6 = 777",. The values
are normalized to the free ion value
(00 = 9.6 Grad/s.



Table 1. The Larmor frequencies for 140 Ce in GdAl2 andDyAl2 Both absolute values and
values normalized to the free ion value O)o = 9.6 Gradls are presented with corresponding
temperatures in absolute values andas 9 = TfTc.

T(K)

30

44

60

71

79

91

113

136

e
0.176

0.259

0.353

0.418

0.465

0.535

0.665

0.800

Gd(Ce)Al2

to(Grad/s)

2.809(32)

2.479(20)

2.249(23)

2.068(35)

1.755(24)

1386(36)

0.964(15)

0.515(15)

dVOo

0.293(3)

0.258(2)

0.234(2)

0.215(3)

0.183(3)

0.144(4)

0.100(2)

0.054(2)

T(K)

12.5

31
40
45
49
55
62

e
0.187

0.463

0.597

0.672

0.731

0.821

0.925

Dy(Ce)Al2

co(Grad/s)

1.414(20)

1.320(18)

1.123(15)

0.747(13)

0.567(9)

0.378(8)

0.259(8)

0.147(2)

0.138(2)

0.117(2)

0.078(1)

0.059(1)

0.039(1)

0.027(1)

It is of course not obvious that the hyperfine field in metallic systems would be equal to
that of a free ion. The influence of the surrounding must be considered both concerning
crystal field effects and direct contributions to the hyperfine field. The effective hyper-
fine field can be decomposed as follows:

where B4f is the hyperfine field of the 4f moment, B ^ and B ^ are contact terms from
the 4f moment polarization of the s-state electrons in the core and the conduction band
respectively. Bres represents additional fields as dipolar, Lorentz and an applied field, if
used. The main contribution for all magnetic lanthanides comes from the orbital part,
B4f, except for Gd with zero orbital momentum. The hypcrfine field for GdAl2 has been
measured and Bend is determined to +17 T [9] (in the direction of the magnetization). It
consists of a contribution from the polarization caused by the 4f moment of the local Gd
- ion called B ^ and a contribution due to the neighbouring Gd ions called B c

(^. By
comparing the measured hyperfine fields of Gd metal and GdAl2 and assuming Bmte =
-34 T [9] we estimate B ^ d = +25 T and B ^ d = - 2 T per neighbouring Gd. From this
we can estimate B ^ - - 3 T at a Ce ion with J = 5/2 groundstate in REA12, assuming
that B£Jd scales as the spin pan S of the total angular momentum J i.e. as (gj - 1)J where
gj - 1 is defined as:

J(J+1) + S(S + 1 ) - L ( L + 1 )
g j 2J(J+1)

(4)

Hence the conduction electron contribution represents about 10% of the measured field
for GdAl2 and about 20% for DyAl2.

In RE compounds the LS coupling is typically an order of magnitude larger than the cry-
stalline electric field (CEF) energy produced by the interaction with neighbouring



electric clnrges. This means that the CEF splitting can be treated within the
J-representation of the RE ions. In the REA12 compounds the RE ion is surrounded by 12
Al atoms at a distance of RA,=3.3Å and 4 RE atoms at RRE=3.5Å. The point group is Td

and the first terms in the potential are:

A4r
4 [Y 4 ° +V5/I4 [ Y 4

4 + Y ^ 1 ] ] (5)
The spherical and the odd terms do not contribute to the CEF splitting

There are several methods to calculate the CEF splitting, e.g. Steven's operator
equivalents. Acquainted with the PAC theory formalism T6] we here use the
Wignert-Eckart theorem to obtain the matrix elements within the J=5/2 (L=3,S=l/2)
representation of Ce3*:

<5/2M'l Y4
m I 5 / 2 M > = (~1) 5 / 2-M i M* m M / < L S 5 / 2 M X4 ' ' LS5/2>(6)

Since the CEF operates only on the orbital momentum part L of J the reduced matrix ele-
ment in eq.(6) are obtained as:

< L S 5 / 2 II Y4 M L S 5 / 2 > = ( - l ) L + s + 1 3 / 2613/2
L L 4

5/2 5/2 S < L ! I Y4 11 L > (7)

From the symmetry properties of the 6j-symbols it is here evident that higher terms in
the potential than A4 do not enter in the calculations for Ce3+.

In the ferromagnetic region there is also an exchange field B^d, from the neighbouring
host RE atoms acting on the Ce ion. GdAl2 is magnetically isotropic and the easy axis of
magnetization of DyAl2 is the [100] direction [10], i.e. the same principal axis as for the
CEF. An ordinary magnetic fieid shifts the J-levels by gjM^B but since the exchange is a
spin - spin interaction we must use Sr=(gj-1)M and the contribution to the diagonal ele-
ments in the Hamiltonian are:

< 5/2 M I BCTch I 5/2 M > = 2(g j - 1) MnBBexch (8)

The full matrix is given in Table 2. Without the exchange field the CEF splits the J=5/2
into the Kramers doublet T7 and a higher lying quartet Fg. Experimentally, from suscepti-
bility measurements on CexLai_xAl2, this splitting is found to be 200 K [11] although
neutron diffraction measurements also indicates a splitting of 100 K [12]. The matrix ele-
ments in Table 2 have been expressed in terms of this splitting A. The energies and
eigenvectors are:

r7: e/kB = -133 K ¥ = V5/6 I 5/2, ± 3/2> - V1/61 5/2, + 5/2>..

5/2,+"5/2>
Fg: e/kB = +67 K

This agrees with the calculations by A.Frank [13] except for a misprint in the expression
of the F7 eigenvectors. The expectation value of M=J2 of the F7 doublet is <Jz>=5/6 and



hence, to first order, only 1/3 of the free ion hyperfine field should be expected in the
presence of the CEF. The CEF-effect was neglected by Thiel et. al. [1,2] in their ana-
lyses of the Ce hyperfine field in Gd and Tb. Moreover they did not used (gj-1) which
actually gives a negative hyperfine field contribution from the f - orbital.

Table 2 Matrix elements for the combined CEF and ex-
hange field interaction for the ground state muluplet
2Fsa QfCc.Aandb represent the CEF respectively the
magnetic energy splittings with b = "Ugj - l)»if «««* •

M\

4
4
4

4

0

0

+ 1
~2

0

4
0

In Fig.2 we give the exchange field dependence of the energies and expectation values of
Jz for each level obtained by treating the full matrix of Table 2. Notice the sensitivity of
the expectation value <JZ> of the F7 vectors to the exchange field. This is caused by a
change in the mixing of the !5/2,+3/2> and l5/2,-5/2> not accounted for by a first order
approach.

E(K)

-500 -200

<JZ> 0

-1

-2

-100 -200

Fii2. The calculated energy eigenvalues as a function ef exchange field (in [100} with respect to the crystal
field axts), derived from the diagonalization of the matrix In Table 2. A crystal field splitting of& * 200 K is
used. The numbers associate each calculated effectivt moment <Jt> (right hand figure) with respective em
curve (left hand figure).

' energy



The exchange field at O K can be estimated from mean field theory by

3kBTc
(9)

where Tc is the Curie temperature and gj and J refers to the host RE ion. For GdAl2 and
DyAl2 we obtain 57 K and 35 K respectively (Table 3) Experiments [14] show that the
temperature dependence essentially follows the Brillouin type of curve obtained by solv-
ing:

o(e) = Bj(x) with x = - » - (10)

The quantity 0(0) is the reduced magnetization B(6)/B(0) and Bj the Brillouin function.
The temperature dependence of the Ce hyperfine field from the f-electrons is then
obtained by a Boltzmann averaging of the exchange field split CEF levels of Fig.2 and
their corresponding expectation value of Jz, i.e. <Jj>. In Fig.3 we show the result for
GdAl2 using A=200 K and the values given in Table 3.

label 3. Nominal values ofTc and magnetic energies calculat-
ed from eq.{9).

Tc

J(host)

g,(hosi)

Mid./ku

2(gj<c«)-l)HBB«,ch/fcB

CcAl2

-6K<TN)

5/2
6/7

-12K

+3K

GdAl2

170K

7/2
2

+57K

-16K

DyA!2

67K

15/2

4/3

+35K

-10K

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig.3. The measured local field at
Ce in GdAl2 is compared to a calcu-
lated hyperfine field, using an ex-
change field (Table 3) that follows
the host magnetization and a Cz ef-
fective spin <Jr> which is a
Bolltmann distribution over the cry-
stal field splitted levels in Fig2.



As is evident from Fig.3 the main features of the temperature dependence of the Ce
hyperfine field in GdAl2 is well explained by the exchange splitting of the Ce3* CEF lev-
els. However, in DyAl2 the field saturates at a lower value (Fig.l). Such a behaviour is
also seen for Ce in Tb metal and a non-magnetic ground state corresponding to Ce4* was
introduced in [2]. For CeAl2 a non-magnetic ground state is also discussed by Barbara
et.al. [15] but explained as due to the Kondo state. We will discuss the Kondo state
within two different models and see how they can give rise to a "quenching" of the Ce
moment.

A spin flip scattering of the conduction electrons causes the spin of the Ce ion to fluctu-
ate on a time scale shorter man our observation time. The coupling between the Ce spin
and the spins of the conduction electrons represents an energy shift of the CEF levels
correlated to the Kondo temperature. If the exchange splitting is smaller than the cou-
pling energy with the conduction electron spins, a non-magnetic Ce ion is seen. At finite
temperatures a coexistence of the non-magnetic Kondo system and the magnetic
exchange system can exist as observed by Barbara et.al. [IS]. Hence, in the first model,
we introduce a non-magnetic "Kondo" level into the level diagram of Fig.2 and do the
Boltzmann averaging including this level. This is consistent with the C/(T+6) tempera-
ture dependence of the susceptibility with 2(J+l)kB8 being the energy relative the lowest
CEF level of the non-magnetic state. The physical interpretation of this level is not res-
tricted to a non-magnetic Kondo level. The Boltzmann distribution of the magnetic
exchange split CEF levels and the non-magnetic level can also give rise to a change in
the hybridization of the f-electron with temperature or in a spin fluctuation model, the
time spent in a non-magnetic and a magnetic state respectively. Hybridization effects
give similar effects on the hyperfine field as !ong as the observation time is long com-
pared to fluctuation times. The Kondo temperature is about 6 K [IS] in CeAI2 and the
Kondo level lies below the lowest exchange split F7 level (see Fig.4). In GdAl2 the
exchange splitting is larger than the Kondo energy while for DyAl2 they are close to each
other. Qualitatively this explains the difference we observe for GdAl2 and DyAl2, but
quantitatively it deviates from the experimental results of GdAl2 (Fig. 5).

E(K)

15 -
10-

5 •

r7 o-
-5 -

-10 •
-15 •

/ .

/— / H-\ "I A^— \ \
\ > Kondo

"LI_ ~ level
CeAI2 GdAI2 DyAi2

Fig. 4. The magnetic splitting of the ground level TT/OT CeAI2, GdAl2 and
DyAl2, using the exchange fields of Table 3. The non-magnetic level, Kondo
level, is placed so a non-magentic groundstate is obtained for CeAI2 and
DAlT 0K



0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig5. The measured local fields at
Ce in GdAl2 and DyAI2 are com-
pared with calculated hyperfine
fields when a nonmagnetic level
below T7 is intrcductd. The dotted
curves represent DyAl2 end the
solid lines GdAI2. The bwest
curves for DyAl2 and GdAlz are
catculied with a nonmagnetic level 1
K below the lowest T7 level for an
exchange splitting cf -10 K (see
DyAlj Table 3) ond the two higher
curves for DyAl2 respectively GdAl2

correspond to a nonmagnetic level 6
K below the degenerated F7 level.

We have also considered a weaker exchange field than that expected from mean field
theory. This changes the temperature curve somewhat but can never explain the satura-
tion of the field in DyAl2 to such a low value without reducing the field in GdAl2 too
much when using the Kondo temperature which fits the data of the former.

Another approach is to introduce the electron scattering as an energy distribution of the
exchange split CEF levels with a width correlated to the Kondo temperature. Such a pro-
cedure is also motivated by the hybridization of the Ce f-state with the conduction band.
At 0 K the overlap of the two exchange split ^ l e v e l s reduces the expected moment. For
CeAl2 this implies a reduction in the exchange which can supress the ferromagnetism. In
GdAl2 and DyAl2 the exchange field is, however, not influenced and a finite moment on
Ce will always be present at 0 K. At finite temperatures the Boltzmann averaging, previ-
ously used, must be replaced by a Fermi-Dirac distribution averaging. Without perform-
ing die actual integration over the level profiles, we can get a qualitative view of the tem-
perature dependence by adding the level width Tk to the temperature in the
Fermi-function f(E)=ll+cxp[(E-£ )/k^(TVTk)} I"

1. The lower hyperfine field at low tem-
peratures in DyAl2 compared to OdAl2 is in agreement with the model but the shape of
the temperature cuive is not well reproduced. Moreover, in Tb metal the Ce hyperfine
field is considerably reduced at lower temperatures a feature we can not explain within
this second model.

Another possibility is that the exchange with the non zero orbital angular momentum
states of Dy, is turning the effective exchange field from the [100] direction valid for the
spherical Gd - ions. We have also treated such a situation which implies a rotation of the
CEF matrix elements and a calculation of the Jz expectation values <JZ> along the axis of
Bexch- However, <J^> increases for the ground level compared to the previously dis-
cussed value with BCTeh along [ 100), opposite to our experimental results.

A tetrahedral distortion of the CEF, e.g. a Jahn-Teller distortion, may also be present at
tiv* Ce impurity. This implies an additional Y^-tcrm in the potential (eq.(5)) which,



however only splits the upper F8 quartet and not the F7 doublet which is important at our
lower temperatures.

V. SPIN RELAXATION ABOVE Tc

The spin relaxation in the paramagnetic range can be studied with methods using internal
magnetic probes. The spin fluctuations in the surroundings of the probe can in the time
differential measurements of DPAC and uSR be observed as a damping of the signal
compared to that of the initial polarized state of the probe ensemble. The nuclear relaxa-
tion of the polarization in zero external field is in the DPAC time spectra seen as a
Lorentzian type of decay of a constant level a* and the attenuation function is fined to the
expression [6]:

(11)

The fitted X is sensitive to the corrections for the accidental background in the spectra.
We have determined the background from the interval before t=0 in the spectra. The
relaxation rate X is related to the spin correlation time Tj through:

\ = 2J(J+l)A 2 t , (12)

in the high temperature limit. The hyperfine coupling constant is obtained as A = co/J
where co is the Larmor frequency which corresponds to full polarization at 0 K. Since the
Ce ion is acted upon by a crystal field the free ion value CDQ must be reduced by a factor
accounting for the non equal population of F7 and F8 at lower temperatures as already
discussed in section IV. Here we restrict ourself to a perturbation treatment which also
has been performed in expressions for the susceptibility and the magnetic moment of Ce
in [16]; x(T) = f(T)X(O) and \i(T) = Vf(T)u<0) where

i 26e~A/k"T + 5+32(1 - t~miiT)kBT/A

Applying this expression to the Larmor precession gives

<o(T) = Vf(T)(J+l)/(3J)coo (14)

There are no correlations between the spins in the ideal paramagnetic state, but closer to
Tc where short range order of the spins exists a slowing down of the spin flip rate is
observed and can be expressed as a power law of T - Tc. From an estimation of xs for
the ideal paramagnetic state a lower limit of the correlation time can be obtained. The
derivation of an expression for the high temperature limit of Tj(°°) which follows here is
analogous to that derived by Hartmann et. al. [3] for the REA12. There is however one
fundamental difference since the muon is probing the spin fluctuations due to interaction
between like RE spins and the Ce nuclei those of unlike RE spins. This leads to some-
what different expressions for tj(«>). The Heisenberg interaction between the z nearest
RE hosts and the impurity can in the high temperature limit be formulated as:

l M g j - l l (15)

In the molecular field approximation and analogous to eq.(9) the exchange integral Iff is



expressed as [ 1 7 ] :

Iff = 8-

10

3kBTc

2z(gj-l)2J(J + l)

The factor 8 is structure dependent and here set equal to 2. The correlation time Tj is
related to c%: Tj(~) = Vn/20%1 and the expression for X when eqs (15) and (16) are
inserted in eq.(12) would be:

3J«2 8kBTc
(17)

The spin fliping are in principle also influenced by electron scattering by the Korringa
mechanism but this contribution is of minor importance in the REA12 systems compared
to the spin flip rate due to RKKY interaction, at least in the temperature region discussed
here. Calculated and experimental values of Xj and X for GdAl2 and DyAl2 are presented
in Table 4, both for DPAC and \iSR.

Table 4. Experimental values of the relaxation rales X and correlation times Xj for Gd{Ce)Al2 and
Dy(Ce)Al2 are compared with theoretical values for the high temperature limit, calculated from eq.(17).
Also for comparison, \iSR X and T, data for the same systems are presented together with theoretical
values [4].

DPAC

Gd(Ce)Al2

Dy(Ce)Al2

liSR

GdAl2

DyAl2

theoretical

tj (~) (ps) X(oo) (ns"1)

0.64

1.1

0.091

0.47

0.075

0.13

(US"1)

0.10

0.94

T(K)

171

77

300

300

experimental

f(T) Mns"1)

0.938

0.760

-

0.026(7)

<0.02

(Us"1)

0.23(1)

0.67(8)

tj (ps)

0.23(6)

<0.2

0.19(3)

0.32(5)

From the nSR data it is known that the muon relaxation rates X are rather high close to
Tc, - 3 us"1 for GdAl2 and - 5 us"1 for DyAl2 and the rates decrease and reach a constant
level at higher temperatures. The 300 K data in Table 4 represent this level obtained
from fits of the data in the region from Tc to 300 K [4], For DyAl2 this result is in good
agreement with the theoretical value and for GdAl2 a factor of two larger than expected,
but, accounting for the approximative character of our model it is fairly good. We did
not observe a relaxation in Gd(Ce)Al2 at 240 K which is unexpected from the theoreti-
cally estimated value in Table 4. and we would expect an even larger nuclear relaxation
in Dy(Ce)Al2 but no relaxation was recorded even at 77 K and it is only possible to set an
upper limi' for the correlation time to tj £ 10~13 (a lower limn of X £ 0.02ns"1 is set for
observable relaxation since our time window of the measurements is 20 ns). Theoreti-
cally, the values of tj for unlike spin interaction are larger than for that of like spins for
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both GdAl2 and DyAl2 depending on the factor Igj - 1 I/IgJo- 11. However, the experi-
mental values do not indicate this, the correlation time at 171 K for Ce-Gd is of the same
size as that at 300 K of Gd-Gd, but should actually be significantly larger since also the
short range order so close to Tc would increase Tj further.

VI. CONCLUSIONS.

The measured local field of Ce in GdAl2 is about one third of the hyperfine field for a
free Ce ion. The Ce moment in GdAl2 is however reduced at low temperatures due to the
crvstal field. By using a crystal field of cubic symmetry and an energy splitting of A =
200 K between die ground state doublet F7 and the excited quartet state F8, the Ce
moment is reduced such as to produce a hyperfine field of the same ?'?e as the measured
field.

In the case of DyAl2 we have in addition introduced a non-magnetic state, a Kondo state,
related to the nature of the Ce 4f] spin - conduction electron interaction. We suggest a
Kondo state which has an energy lower than the lowest F7 level of Ce in DyAl2 but
higher then the lowest F7 level of Ce in GdAl2. This is possible since the exchange field
in DyAl2 are weaker than that in GdAl2. The result is quantitatively in a agreement with
the DyAl2 data but for GdAl2 the hyperfine field is reduced too much compared to the
measured local field. We conclude that it is in principle possible to introduce a non-
magnetic state with a fix energy over the REA12 series and relate the effective angular
momentum <JZ> of Ce to the strength of the exchange field of the different ReAl2.

The nSR method is superior for detecting the correlation times of RE spins in the
paramagnetic state, which are of the order 10~13 - 10~14 s, since the coupling between
the RE and the muon is strong enough to give an observable relaxation in the time win-
dow used (10 \LS). It was not possible to measure a nuclear relaxation with the
140Ce-isotope in GdAl2 or DyAl2 in the high temperature limit during the 20ns used as

time window. From a simple theoretical model we estimated that it should actually be of
a measurable size but the hyperfine coupling in Ce is weaker than expected from eq.(12)
and/or the exchange coupling between Ce-Gd is stronger then what eq.(15) describes.
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